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Brian Cummings is the North American lead for the Information Risk Management Advisory practice at Tata Consultancy Services since September 2007. Brian is a highly experienced information risk and security professional. His experience includes nearly nine years as a Director in the IRM practice at KPMG, and over four years as the CA Professional Services Manager for Security & Audit products. Under his leadership, the TCS IRM practice has grown from 8th to 2nd ranked revenue practice for TCS North America Global Consulting. Given the threat and compliance environment faced today by information risk and security professionals, Brian’s philosophy is don’t just think outside the box, blow the box up! In that spirit, he has authored an information security paradigm based on the principles of Vision, Visibility, Accountability, and Sustainability; is a strong proponent for advanced user behavior analytics to assure privacy and manage insider threats; and promotes the proactive and regular engagement of computer forensic specialists to provide early detection of hacker intrusion.
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